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Ex-ASI employee
says he was fired
for whistleblowing
By Lisa Htrsdi
Doily Staff Writer

A former employee filed an
amended complaint Monday
against ASI, claiming he’d been
fired after speaking out against
ru les v io la tio n s by other
managers.
In his unlawful termination
suit, former Program Manager
Stephen Adams names ASI, Ex
ecutive Director Polly Harrigan,
former Executive Director Roger
Conway and former Assistant to
the Executive Director Sharon
Crain.
According to Adams’ attorney,
Edwin Rambuski of San Luis
Obispo, “Stephen . . . knew too
much about the internal work
ings of ASI, which he disclosed to
other ASI associate directors —
he also openly questioned Con
way in front of other employees.
“Basically, Adams was wrong
fully discharged because of
whistle-blowing,” Rambuski said.
“As a state university organiza
tion, ASI is required to follow the

rules. The rules weren’t being
followed, and Adams spoke out
about it. He was fired for it.”
Adams was fired in August
1993. He filed his lawsuit on
Aug. 25, 1994.
Harrigan was contacted Wed
nesday regarding the lawsuit,
but declined to comment because
the amended complaint had not
yet been filed or served to her.
A copy of the complaint, ob
tained by Mustang Daily, is
stamped by San Luis Obispo Su
perior Court as being filed there
Monday.
Legal Counsel for ASI, Dave
Junke, but did not return phone
calls Wednesday.
Rambuski contends Harrigan
fired Adams without becoming
familiar with his performance
history.
“When Adams was fired, the
letter written by Polly Harrigan
said it was based on personal ob
servations,” he said. “But she
had only been on the job a couple

Just don’t ask him to do nothing
A state senator speaks on
education, affirmative
action, and doing his job
By Natasha CoHlns
Doily Staff Writei

With a childish grin and a
devious glimmer in his eye.
Democratic State Senator Jack
O’Connell, rose from his ham-

burger lunch and prepared to
address the audience Wednes
day at an American Society of
Public Administration meeting
at Vista Grande Restaurant.
As O’Connell reached into
his pocket and pulled out a
postcard addressed to his office,
he sheepishly grinned at the
crowd as he began to tell the
story behind the card.
He expleiined how the card
had been addressed properly

with a return address, but
when he turned the card over
there was not a message.
“The card was left blank,"
O’Connell said. “I didn’t quite
know how to respond. I couldn’t
refer it to someone else. There
isn’t anyone in my office that
handles nothing.”
O’Connell eventually
responded to the note by send
ing a blank piece of paper with
See O ’CO N N ELL, page 7

Signed up

See ADAMS, page 6

Campus radio re-energized
by powerful new equipment
By Joson D. Ptemons
Doily Staff Wtitei

Cal Poly’s radio station
received a breath of fresh air la&t
month when it was able to
replace its disheveled transmit
ter with a little first aid from the
College of Liberal Arts.
KCPR, 91.3 FM, is staging a
comeback on the Central Coast
airwaves by boosting its output
capacity from 20 watts to 2,000
watts with the help of some new
equipment.
The station was down but not
completely out when its old
transmitter malfunctioned last
June, limiting its audience to
those who lived in close
proximity of the campus.
“This is an exciting time for
KCPR,” News Director Chad
Johnson said. “Finally, after
much trial and turmoil . . . we
bought a new transmitter.”
The new transmitter was put
into service on Friday March 24,
Johnson said, allowing the sta

tion to increase its broadcast
range considerably.
Chuck King, KCPR’s chief en
gineer, said the old transmitter
was in use since the 1970s, and
was extremely costly and ineffi
cient.

"The old transmitter was
all tubes so the repair cost
was extremely high on a
month-to-month basis."
Chuck King
KCPR chief engineer
“The old transmitter was all
tubes,” King said, “so the repair
cost was extremely high on a
month-to-month basis.”
King said the tubes have now
been replaced by the state-ofthe-art components.
King also said the new transSee KCPR, page 2

English sophomore Janea Yost takes time to vote in the University Union. The px>lls — located on Dexter Lawn,
Fisher Science, the Ag Bridge in Front of Building 10 and in the U.U. Plaza — will be open today from 9 a m. to 4
p.m. / Daily photo by Juan Martinez
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O p e n H o u s e p r e v ie w p r e p a r a tio n fo r r e a l th in g
By NUdidle Murphine
Do9y Staff Writer

Can’t wait for next weekend’s
Open House? You can get a sneak
peek tonight at Farmer’s Market.
Chorro Street, in the block ad
jacent to the roped-off route on
Higuera Street, becomes the site
for condensed versions of the dis
plays, presentations and perfor
mances that will be featured in
next week’s campus event, April
21-22.
“We thought it would be a
good way to inform the com
munity about Open House,” said
Publicity Chair Brenda Moore.

The Farmer’s Market preview
also includes an Open House in
formation booth to provide
answers to questions about ac
tivities, parking and transporta
tion.
On April 20, the information
booth and 10 to 20 groups will be
at the same intersection for a
last-minute “practice” for the
weekend’s Open House, accord
ing to Moore.
Moore said clubs and or
ganizations can continue to sign
up for the Farmer’s Market spots
on a first-come, first-served
basis. The clubs were first
notified of the Farmer’s Market

display booth and performance
opportunities at a general meet
ing last week.
But the booths and displays
will be strictly for information.
No items will be sold at the two
Thursday night previews, accord
ing to Open House Executive
B oard
m em b er
T anya
Montgomery.
Montgomei^ coordinated the
Open House previews with the
Business Improvement Associa
tion (BIA), which sponsors the
weekly event.
“It’s a chance for the com
munity to see that the college is
See OPEN HOUSE, page 6
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TODAY'S WlATHER: Mostly sunny
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: Mostly cloudy, chance o f showers
Today's high/low : 7 4 /4 9 Tomorrow's h i^ /lo w : 6 7 /N A

Scholarship and Internship Money
The California State University Real Estate and Land
Use Institute (RELUl) is offering a total o f $60,300 in
scholarships and internships. The program is targeted at
minority and disadvantaged students attending any o f the
20 CSUs. The students must be enrolled in a real-estate
oriented program. Applicants must be at least a parttime undergraduate or graduate during the period cov
ered by the grant. Undergraduate students must have a
minimum GPA o f 2.25 and graduates a 3.0.
For applications and additional information, write to
the Scholarship Seleaion Committee, CSU-Real Estate
and Land Use Institute, 7750 College Town Dr., Suite
102, Sacramento, CA 95826-2344
Applicants may call (916) 278-6633.

TODAY
ResuiM and Covtr L«tt«r Workshop • The workshop will be held in
Career Services, Room 224, 11 a.m. - noon — 756-2501
Physics Colloquium • Physics professor John Sharpe will speak on
"Optical and O ptoelearonic Neural Networks," Bldg. 52-E45; 11
a.m.
Campus Cnisodo for Oirist: Christ Awaronoss Wook • Dr. Leon
Maksoudian will speak on "W ho is Jesus?" Business Bldg., Room 213,
8 p.m.
Filipino Cuhurd Exchonpo Porformanct • U .U . Stage, 11 a.m. - noon
Cal Poly DooJinos • C A PTU RE available to confirm enrollments and
select C redit/N o C redit grading option for spring term; late add forms
accepted for spring ($10 per form will be charged to student's account)

Aowdohnre: c/oGndvWdib. GrmhkArts226. CnlPolv93407— Fax: 756-6784

K e n n e d y L ib r a r y o n t h e f o r e f r o n t o f t e c h n o l o g y
By Kelly Kering

Doily Staff Wiitei

Cal Poly’s Kennedy Library
may be notorious for strict rules
against eating, drinking and
talking, but it also is one of the
most innovative libraries in the
California State University sys
tem, according to Assistant to
the Dean for Planning and
Development Irene Hoffman.
By fall quarter, new technol
ogy will be added to POLYCAT
and the MUSTANG Gopher com

Walch said examples of this
will be seen in an upgrade of
POLYCAT and the constant effort
to keep MUSTANG current and
useful.
New features will be added to
POLYCAT, such as information
about materials on reser/e, dis
plays of materials on order and
the ability to view circulation
records.
According to Hoffman, these
changes in POLYCAT will make
it more user-friendly.

puter systems. These systems
allow students to check the
status of books, periodicals and
classes.
“Given the rapid changes re
lated to nearly every aspect of in
formation access and delivery,
the library has got to be one of
the most exciting places to be at
this juncture of time,” said Dean
of Library Services David Walch.
“It is felt that Cal Poly’s library
is tuned into the future and we
are embracing it in a thoughtful
and systematic way.” _______ _

See LIBRARY, page 3

KCPR; Radio station fills a long-standing shopping list
From page 1

mitter is not only cheaper to
maintain than the old one, but
also safer and should provide
better sound quality on the air
waves.
The station’s upgraded range
has not come without some tur
moil, however.
Family Stations Inc., a Chris
tian radio station from San Fran
cisco that rebroadcasts its
religious format on 91.3 FM in
Santa Maria, has been overlap
ping with KCPR’s assigned fre
quency range near Santa Maria,
King said.
According to King, KCPR in
formed the station of the conflict
and if they don’t cooperate by
May 4, KCPR will file an official
complaint with the Federal Com
munications Commission.
Along with the new transmit
ter, the station also will mount a
new antennae array that will
replace one that has also been in
service since the 1970s.
’The antennae, which will be
positioned on a 70-foot telephone
pole donated by PG&E, will

allow the station to be heard in
some areas that are currently
considered “blind spots,” King
said.
But that’s not all. The station
is also putting a new audio
mixing console on-line to help
the station’s news staff and disc
jockeys mix sound, a job that
they were unable to perform with
the old console.
The mixing console will allow
the station to mix sound levels
and intermingle voice with
music.
'The station made many im
provements with their equip
ment in the past month, and this
will increase the overall quality
of the station’s sound output.
King said.
“KCPR will have the finest
transmission equipment in the
area,” King said. “Although not
the loudest, it will be the best.”
With $14,000 from station
reserves and the rest of the
money coming from the College
of Liberal Arts, the station will
have spent $28,955 on equip
ment alone to improve their

quality of production, according
to Ray Macias, director of sup
port services.
Macias said that contract bids
went out on Feb. 3 with a rush
order, and it took only a week to
award the contract to the lowest
bidder.
The increased broadcast
range has already had an impact
on KCPR’s audience, station disc
jockeys’ said.
Mike Lara, disc jockey and
director of publicity for KCPR,
said requests to his afternoon
show have increased dramatical
ly since the new transmitter was
installed and placed in operation.
Without the range provided
by the new transmitter and an
tennae, the station lost some
local supporters — including El
Corral Bookstore — support that
KCPR is anxious to regain, Lara
said.
“I’m excited about the new
transmitter,” he said. “I’ve al
ready contacted several local
businesses to let them know that
we are back."
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Debate on women in military
has reached the front lines
By Dole M ytrs

Daily Staff Writer

A tte n tio n J u n e G r a d u a t e s HI C orral B ookstore presents

I

clusion concerning women.
According to Horvath, women
are still barred from infantry and
armor divisions.
“Women are still excluded
from combat,” Horvath said,
“But, this will ultimately fall.”
Even so, women have already
taken part in major military ac
tions, she said. Nearly 41,000
women comprised the troops in
Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
These women participated in
Patriot Missile attacks, flew
helicopters and guarded bases,
she said.
Former Secretary of State
Dick Chaney was cited as saying
that the operations could not
have been a success without the
help of the women who served.
“Playing the prophet, I predict
that women will eventually hold
all positions that men in the
military do,” Horvath said. “I
blame society because the
military is a microcosm of
society. This is why women have
not been completely accepted in
the military.”
Horvath also touched upon is
sues of sexual harassment,
health care and maternity le.'we.
She said situations of sexual
harassment are immediately in
vestigated and proceeded feirly
by the military.
Even though sexual dis-

While preparing for combat
has been a staple of American
military life for decades, women
have not always been part of the
picture.
In the 1990s, women are not
only fighting behind the battle
lines, but they are also part of
the front line.
This new role has prompted
national debate, including dis
cussion at Cal Poly.
On Tuesday, Captain Mary
Horvath, an English professor at
the United States Military
Academy (USMA) at West Point,
shared her views on issues facing
women in the armed forces as
part of the Philosophy Depart
ment’s Cal Poly Speakers Series
“Women in the Military: The
Fight for Equality.”
Captain Horvath holds a
master’s degree in English litera
ture from Harvard and teaches
poetry to freshman cadets at
USMA. She has been a member
of the faculty at West Point since
1994.
“I think it is a very central
issue of feminism,” said Judy
Saltzman, philosophy professor
at Cal Poly. “The roles of women
are changing in society.”
The questions of Tuesday
night’s forum focused on whether
military service for women is
compatible with feminism and if ^^The American military
women soldiers are on equal foot
offers almost total
ing with men.
“Feminism on this view is a e(|uality for women. The
response against domination,”
San Jose State philosophy military is a forerunner
professor Rita Manning said in a for women^s rights, but
prepared statement. “A central
part of what it is to be a feminist some barriers remain.^'
is the fight against oppression of
women. Women have the right to
Captain Mary Horvath
choose their lives.”
Manning was scheduled to
co-chair the event but was un
able to attend due to illness.
According to Horvath, the crimination still exists in society,
U.S. began to integrate women Horvath insists that the U.S.
military is a leading proponent
into the military in 1979. At that for women’s rights.
time women only made up 1 per
She said women retain their
cent of the forces, numbering rank while pregnant and are put
about 40,000.
on less physical jobs. Women also
Since then, she said that num receive a ftill two months’ pay for
ber has grown to over 250,000 post-partum absences. In addi
women in the military, which is tion, she said military doctors
about 12 percent.
have started performing abor
Women officers make up 14.2 tions since the beginning of the
percent of the entire officers Clinton Administration.
corps, Horvath said, but this
The military has also set up
figure drops dramatically by of child care centers on every U.S.
ficer rank — men rank substan armed forces base. The centers
tially higher in the military than are run by civilians but sub
do women.
sidized by the military which
In addition, Horvath said makes them inexpensive for
most high-ranking officers such military personnel.
as general or colonel are
Accor^ng to Horvath, the
predominantly men. Horvath military offers equal pay to men
said she feels this is due to the and women for equal work.
relatively recent integration of
“The American military offers
women into the military. She almost total equality for women,”
also said it takes a long time to she said. “The military is a
rise to a higher rank.
forerunner for women’s rights,
Another focal point of the eve but some barriers remain.”
ning was the issue of combat ex

A special 3 -day event fo r all June Graduates
O r d e r your graduation:
Class Rings (save up to $130 on Gold Rings),
Personalized Graduation Announcements,
Thank You Notes, Custom Seal Note Cards,
Certificates o f Appreciation & Diploma Plaques.

D o n ’t miss this event! Information available on
graduation & senior portraits. Prize drawing for
graduation items.

April 12,13 & 14
(W e d n e s d a y -F rid a y )

EIGDiral
Bookstore
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Englishprofessor at USMA

Come in and see what it takes
to be a True Woodstock’s

Pizza Commando!
, 0 Wide Mandibular Clearance:

60*

Ideal for rapid pizza consumption
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0

Motivated Microfauna:
' Quick digestion is very important

, X-AAY
Prehensile Tail:
To get a grip
(on beer, pizza, reality, etc.)

LIBRARY: More classes to be added
From p a g e 2

“This will be better for stu
dents to get what they need
faster,” Hoffman said. “The new
additions build on what students
a lrea d y know about th e
POLYCAT system.”
Another program called
Electronic Reserve Room is al
ready in effect through the MUS
TANG server. Hoffman ssiid this
system provides access to reserve
materials electronically. But
more importantly to students,
this system may also be used to
access class syllabi, lecture
notes, assignments, study guides
and exam questions.
Even though this information

is difficult to get from professors,
Hoffman believes more classes
will be added to the program in
the fiill.
“It is important for Cal Poly to
stay on the cutting edge of all of
these new technologies,” Hof
fman said. “The library is
focused to bring the best to the
students. This is for the stu
dents’ benefit.”
Students who work in the
library are being honored this
week, in light of National
Library Week.
“The students we have work
ing here do such a good job,” Hof
fman said. “They are a very im
portant part of the library.”
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‘Self-help’ has gone too far
I feel stress. There are so many things to worry
about: There’s bills. Taxes. Fixing the car.
Remembering to maintain the car. Finding parking.
Looking out for pedestrians. Being a pedestrian. Of
course, there’s school. And Graduation. And Senior
Project. And Getting a Job.
I even find going to sleep stressful — wondering
why I’m not falling asleep and wondering whether I’ll
be rested enough to get things done tomorrow.
Yesterday, I decided to go looking at self-help books.
I went to a downtown bookstore. It was very nice —
plenty of sun and lightly colored wood. In a way, it
was unlike what I expect a bookstore to be. I expect
them to be dark and mysterious and alluring, as if the
store itself is a fantastical extension of the books.
I was disappointed to find that there wasn’t a selfhelp section. I have seen them before at other stores.
After looking iiround a little more, I realized many
sections had self-help books within them. 'There were
sections for men’s Issues, bestsellers, family,
metaphysics, philosophy, religion — you name it.
Many books addressed the problem of time and how to
maximize it. Some books talked about getting the
most out of relationships when time is short.
Others talked about being organized and becoming
a more “effective” person. I wasn’t sure what an
“effective” person was, but it sounded good.
Seeing many books addressing stress and time
made me feel better. It seemed many people have the
same problems. Also, it occurred to me that something
must be fundamentally wrong if so many people are
messed up.
Some books attempted to relieve the pressures of
life in collected daily readings. Many of these
contained short passages from the Bible or other
religious texts. Apparently, a verse a day was to
provide relief from a hectic world, and not take up
valuable time. I found another book that contained
daily thoughts gleaned from Txvt Buddhism and the
Amish. It seemed people needed religion distilled into
quickly digested packets. 'The whole thing became
ridiculous to me at that point.
How did we let this happen to us? I had always
thought of culture as a sort of glove — conforming
tightly to the organic nature of humans. It would be
strange for a glove to demand less fingers from a
hand. Therefore, we shouldn’t accept unreal demands
on us from our culture. But we do. Many of the selfhelp books available offer solutions so we can “catch •
up” or “get ahead”. 'This attitude encourages the
system to be inhuman.
No time to explore God or the meaning of things?
No time to kill a day with good friends? No time to
mess around with your spouse? No time to enjoy your
kids? It’s human to do these things! Do them!
Somewhere, we bought into the idea that we could
have it all if we tried hard enough. Maybe we can’t.
Maybe we have to judge success apart from our
careers and financial standing.
I left the bookstore. The sky was cloudless and the
sun was warm. I saw people and old buildings and
heard life chattering all around me. I thought it would
be good not to demand so much of myself.
Jedediah Ireland is a civil engineering senior. His
column appears biweekly on Thursdays.

How many times have you been walking to school and
noticed some sort of alteration to the Cal Poly ‘P7 I’m
speaking of the painted letter ‘P that looms ominously
over our institute of higher learning.
You know what I’m talking about; every town and city
with a hill has one. It’s a golden opportunity to advertise.
What makes ours unique are the jokers who try to be
clever by adding their own brand of wisdom to the exist
ing letter and fail miserably.
I have a bit of advice for you hill-taggers: 'Try to be a
little more original. If you have that much spare time and
extra money for chalk or bed sheets or whatever it is you
use, then try saying something profound or find another
outlet for your creativity.
Most of the time, the alterations are due to the Greeks
who use the ‘P to spell out their letters. If I may offer
some advice and a chance to distinguish yourselves, I
would say: Get your activities chairperson to organize a
mural to be erected in honor of your house, or sponsor a
silk-screening seminar (a skill like that can be useful in
printing those T-shirts you make after every single party

you throw).
If you wish to keep with the Greek tradition, then
maybe you can depict a scene from your favorite Greek
tragedy like Aeschylus’ Agamemnon or Sophocles’ An
tigone. 'This way you can use all those extra white sheets
left over from your latest toga party for decorating the
hill. However, I doubt Aristotle or Socrates defiled the
Parthenon.
I don’t mean to leave out or alienate the other scholars
who leave their mark. I’m referring to the group of hemp
advocates who spelled out POT last quarter.I assume
they meant marijuana, unless they were an arts and
craf^ts gang who were trying to spell out POTTERY but
ran out of material.
So, in the future, if you wish to convey a message to
the world via the Cal Poly ‘P,’ remember one thingPeople driving on the freeway can see your work; please
don’t embarrass us. 'This isn’t Chico State.
Dale Myers is a journalism senior and Daily staff
writer.

Affirmative Action can benefit whites
African-Americans or other underrepresented minorities,
but for white students.
Affirmative action did breed racial tension in the two
Mr. Lippa (and the likes of him in the Republican
cases I know of, where admission was preferentially given party) should recognize that putting an end to affirmative
to applicants on the basis of their skin color.
action would also have to mean “no preferential treat
'The prestigious Lowell High School in San Francisco ment of white applicants,” which will very likely translate
preferentially admitted white students over better- into a reality that our nation’s top universities like MIT,
qualified Asian-American students, which the school at present jeeringly called CIT (Chinese Institute of Tech
publicly acknowledged under the justification of the nology), will be predominated by Asian-American stu
“benefit of diversification of the student body.”
dents. If such prospect unnerves them, they should first
University of California at Berkeley also ack put an end to their loud hypocrisy. Fair must be fair.
nowledged a few years ago its admissions office had been
loi Qie*
illegally putting a glass ceiling on Asian-American ap
Biologiaii
sdaicss
groduote
student
plicants — not to make more spaces available for
r«:.*Affinna1ivt Action broods rodol tomion,' Apr. 11

Torres is more than ‘lukewarm’
rs: ASI sodonsmart fa dor si ihs bo<rd, Apr. 11

into a weekend stay at the hospital last quarter as a
result of his diehard commitment to that team, other or
In regard to your “lukewarm” endorsement for ASI ganizations and school. He collapsed in his room after in
chair of the board candidate Tony Tbires, it seems the sisting on walking to a meeting on campus and par
Mustang Daily has walked away with an incomplete ticipating in that meeting, though his illness should have
story and understanding of those it writes about.
pinned him to his bed. 'This is only a sign of what he is
Torres’ credits go beyond the brief introduction you willing to do to prove his commitment to the university
gave to his activities. You brushed over his current com and its organizations.
mitment to a national marketing campaign without un
Third, I am shocked you would make it sound like Tor
derstanding Liic m?»nitude of this commitment.
res was doing something wrong by scheduling the inter
First, you should know that the Cal Poly National view on his terms. What interview isn’t scheduled around
Agribusiness Marketing Association (NAMA) team placed the interviewee’s time schedule? Torres is a very dedi
first Monday in heavy competition, thanks to the dedica cated man.
tion 'Torres and others gave to the team. 'This national
His time is limited and his commitments are great.
competition requires thousands of hours of work. Ihc You should respect him for granting you that interview
four team members began in November and complete this when his schedule is so compact. He time-manages every
month. 'Torres and other team members gave up many thing foligiously, so that he may fulfill all commitments
nights of sleep, most weekends of winter quarter and all he makes.
of spring break to develop an extensive marketing cam
As for Torres not having posters blanketing the cam
paign for Perry & Sons.
pus, you may rest assured when 'Torres gets back from
'Their client is already using some of the team’s recom the NAMA competition, students throughout campus will
mendations to market their watermelons. It was Torres’ recognize his name.
commitment to the team which kept him from being able
K«|(JfMflb«rg
to participate in the candidates’ forum last week.
Second, you should understand 'Torres worked himself
IrodtMntRroooo'^*
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ADAMS: Lawsuit claim s, in part, that age discrimination played a role in Adams’ termination
From p a g e 1

of months and Adams had been
there for 17 years.“
The lawsuit contends, among
other things, that age dis
crimination played a part in his
termination, and that Adams
was conspired against by his
former co-workers.
The complaint, filed with the
San Luis Obispo Superior Court
Monday, states in part:
• “In 1988, Conway and Crain
commenced their conspiracy to
sabotage Adams’ employment
and caused ASI to breach his
employment contract;” and
• “ASI terminated Adams’
employment, because of his age,
in violation of the fundamental
public policy against age dis
crimination.”
In addition, the document
states that Adams was placed in

the position of purchasing agent
during the time ASI was con
structing the Rec Center, with
the understanding that he would
receive adequate purchasing
training. But, he contends, Con
way continually denied him that
training.
While Adams was on personal
emergency leave, Harrigan as
signed Crain to “prepare a study
corroborating the fact that
Adams was allegedly not han
dling his purchasing assign
ments efficiently.”
Conway then used Adams’
lack of purchasing experience to
criticize his performance, the
suit alleges.
According to the complaint,
“On July 8, 1993, Adams dis
closed to then Executive Director
Harrigan, unauthorized and im
proper student salary increases

and Crain conspired among
implemented by Conway.
“On August 17, 1993, Har themselves to damage Adams
rigan retaliated for this dis and force him out of his job.
closure and unilaterally ter
“For example, Conway told
minated Adams’ employment by Adams he couldn’t go to the ASI
letter, without prior approval of management team meetings,
the ASI Board of Directors.” ____
Rambuski said. “He was the only
associate director not in atten
dance, so how could he do a job
"In 1988/ Conway and
which involved ASI and purchas
ing and not be at the meeting?
Crain commenced their
“'The laws and procedures for
campaign to sabotage
termination require due process,”
Rambuski said. “And as state
Adams' employment. . .
university employees, ASI is re
quired to follow such policies as
Text of Adams' lawsuit are listed in the employee
manual.
“It boils down to whether or
not
Adams was doing a good job
The complaint also cited a dis
—
if
he was, then the termina
regard for policies such as the
tion
is unjustified,” Rambuski
California Education Code, and
charged that Harrigan, Conway said.

QUE has the ri^t choice for
every computer user.
Evert'one who uses a com puter can
benefit from a com puter book by
Q U E. O u r new
series oilers a
whole new approach to using a com 
puter for specific tasks. These books
are w ritten to be user-lriendly—
they’re ideal for anyone who wants
to accomplish a specific task quickly.
For more experienced users who need
in-depth reference books. Q U E ’s
Spfcul Edition Using books are the
recognized authority.

The new Using Series
for casual users.

for accomplished users.

Who should use this book?

Who should use this book?

Special Edition Using

huTvdav users who:

Proficient computer users who:

• 'Xork with computc^s in the office or at home

• Eiave a more technical understanding of computers

• Are familiar with computers but not in love w ith technologs’

• Are interested in technological trends

• just want to "get the |ob done”

• Viant in-depth reference information

• IXin't want to read a lot o f material

• Prefer more detailed explanations and examples

The user-friendly reference

The most complete reference

• I he fastest access to the one best was to get things done

• Thorough explanations of various wavs to perform tasks

• Rite-si/ed inform ation for quick and easy reference

• In-depth coverage of all topics for thorough understanding

• Nontechnwal approach in plain English

• Eechmcal information cross-referenced for easv access

• Real-world analogies to explain new concepts

• Profevsional tips, tricks, and shoncuts for experienced users

• lroublesh»H)ting tips to help solve problems
• \isual elements and screvn pictures that reinforce topics

• .Advanced troubleshooting information with alternative
approaches

• Expert authors who hase experience in instruction

• \ ’isual elements and screen pictures that reinforce topics
• Technically qualified authors who are experts in their fields
• “ Techniques from the Pros" sections with advice from
well-known computer professionals

ElQ>rral

Bookstore

Use y o u r B o o k C l u b C a r d and SAVE 10%

DAILY

OPEN HOUSE
From fx ig e 1

putting on sometEiing education
al . . Montgomery said. “Hope
fully, they’ll want to come to
Open House and see more.”
More clubs will participate
this year than last year, accord
ing to BIA Farmer’s Market
Coordinator Judy Beilis.
“We’re trying to keep them all
together and keep it more
uniform so people will know
what to expect,” she said. “We’ll
provide as much space as they
need.”
Representatives from La Fies
ta, a downtown cultural event
running concurrently with the
Open House weekend, will also
have display booths and perfor
mances on Garden Street on
April 20.
“It seems fitting that Cal Poly
will be downtown again since Cal
Poly is an important part of the
community,” Beilis said.
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Garrett Mettler explores
three San Luis Obispo cafes.
By Garrett M. Mettler
Daily Staff Writer
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F o r many people, eating out is reserved for
special occasions.
,4=»'í~r--r.
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Garrett Mettler enjoys a meal at Pete's Southside Cafe / Photographs by L. Scott Robinson
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For students on a tig h t budget, going to a
restaurant is a special occasion in itself.
Usually considered to be a minor inconvenience
in our daily schedule, eating takes a much high
er priority when we are going out - it becomes
an event that requires careful planning.
Selecting a restaurant with ambience, friendly
service and good food practically guarantees a
memorable meal.
I found three San Luis Obispo restaurants with
these characteristics - all of them cafes.
The food and atmosphere at Del Monte Cafe,
Pete's Southside Cafe and Rhythm Cafe left me
satisfied beyond my desire to sim ply fill my
stomach.
See EATING OUT / Page B4
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Comedy and tragedy
make a bad combination
in 'Muriel's Wedding'
Movie Review
............. » .........................
By Erin Massey

Daily S ta ff W riter

The Australian film, “Muriel’s
Wedding” goes beyond “down
under” into the realms of a
moody and unrealistic film.
The moodiness comes from
the range of emotions the film
expresses. It jumps around con
tinuously from a light, comical
film to a heartbreaking tragedy.
But neither the script or the
characters can seem to decide
which it will be. And through all
of the changes, the characters
never seem to grow or improve in
their attitudes.
The main character Muriel
(her last name changed several
times), played by Toni Collette, is
so totaJly consumed with her
mission to find a husband that
she completely ignores her loved
ones. As the hero, Muriel is sup
posed to be rallied for, but her
continual refusal to help her
family as they fall apart makes
her seem more like the villain.
M uriel’s personality also
seems to waver continuously
throughout the movie. She ran
ges from the immature, ever-gig
gling "ditz” to the all-knowing
adult and then back again. The
movie could have encompassed a
touching, heartfelt theme but
that message got lost in all of the
stupid humor and somewhat
graphic sexual suggestions.
'The variety of messages make
the scenes seem more like parts
of different movies with the same
actors. One scene is filled with
nonsensical events while the
next scene has unexpected
dialogues of deep wisdom that
cannot be believed.
The film also attempts to be
funny, but only achieves hvunor
occasionally. The supposedly
funny scenes come across more
as sympathy for the character’s
situation.
'The few actually fvmny parts
include a lip-synching scene to

the old Abba song, “Dancing
Queen.” However, that song was
heard enough times in the film to
be etched in the viewer’s head for
the rest of the night.
The plot has genuine value
and real potential. The story line
is designed to follow the ex
periences of an insecure young
woman as she realizes, despite
her family’s beliefs of her
shortcomings, that she is an im
portant and significant person
who doesn’t need a marriage
license to be a success.
But with the sad state of af
fairs of Muriel’s family, perhaps
success is unrealistic. The father,
a p o w er h u n g r y fig u r e
throughout the movie, constantly
degrades his children.

The supposedly
funny scenes come
across more as
sym pathy for the
character's situation._______________
Like the mother, all the
children are portrayed as lazy,
fat and stupid. Although the
father is supposed to be the bad
guy, the viewer can’t help but
agree with his beliefs, consider
ing the family sat in the same
living room wearing the same
clothes during the entire film.
’The movie, which took place
in the appropriately named
town. Porpoise Spit, did give the
viewer an interesting look at
Australian life. Only Australians
would know of its accuracy, but
the bright gaudy clothes and the
constant, open talk about sex
gives an unexpected look at the
culture.
Overall, the movie’s continual
inconsistencies and character
mood swings ruin its potential
for quality.
“Muriel’s Wedding” has the
seriousness of “Philadelphia,” the
silliness of “Dumb and Dumber”
and the weirdness of “Pulp Fic
tion” thrown into a chaotic mess
of mixed signals and general con
fusion. Save your money and
rent the other three.

M usic Professor Frederick Lau

Music professor Frederick Lau com bines
flu te w ith com puter synthesized sounds
By Leslie M iyam oto

Daily Staff W riter

Cal Poly music professor
Frederick Lau makes music ac
cessible to non-expert audiences
while tantalizing them with his
computer synthesized rhythms.
Lau, who was bom in Hong
Kong and raised in England and
the United States, will perform
six selected works by 20th cen
tury American composers.
“I’ve had themes in recitals in
past years and I like having
thematic ideas” he said.
Also, Lau will premiere a
piece by local composer Garry
Eister. This piece entitled “Varia
tions” includes the use of the
flute and 'computer synthesized
sounds.
Eister, who taught music
education classes at Cal Poly
from 1990 to 1992, says he has
written pieces for Lau because he
is “a good player.”
“Variations” is described as
“both new and accessible to non
expert audiences who are willing

SLO Civic Ballet goes retro
Daily Staff Report

'The Civic Ballet of San Luis
Obispo visits the Cal Poly
Theatre tonight and tomorrow
with the world premier of “Yel
low Submarine,” a retro rock
ballet featuring music from the
Beatles and other artists of the
‘60s.
The ballet is choreographed
by Lori Silvaggil, founder of the
San Luis Obispo civic ballet
company and dance school. 'This
particular performance is Silvaggil’s own interpretation of
the message in the Beatles’ song
“Yellow Submarine,” and not a
ballet of the movie of the same
name done by The Beatles
during that era.
“'The film ‘Yellow Submarine,’
that was the depiction of a real
acid trip... I don’t think was a
meaningful adventure artisti
cally for Lennon or anybody,”
Silvaggil said. “The fun thing
about being choreographer (is
that) you get that artistic
license of interpreting whatever
you want.”
The performance takes the

audience through six or seven
scenes, translating Silvaggil’s
interpretation of the yellow sub
marine as planet earth. The
submarine represents earth as a
habitat of limited space and
resources, making it important
that people figure out a way to
get along and take care of their
submarine.
“We really hit five or six seg
ments of what it was like to live
on the planet in the ‘60s,” Sil
vaggil said.
“Yellow Submarine” opens
with the voice of Cardinal Cush
ing blessing the aircraft
scheduled to drop an atomic
bomb on Nagasaki, Japan
during World War II. The scene
depicts the fear during that era
of atomic warfare.
The ballet dancers move
through the remaining five
scenes in order to depict the
bureaucracy during that time
and the conformity to certain
styles and fads. The ballet goes
on to show how many people be
came known as non-conformists.
Separatism and racial tensions

"Variations” is described as "both new and
accessible to non-expert audiences who are
willing to listen. "
G a rry Eister
local com poser
to listen,” Eister explained.
Lau will have a piano accom
paniment by fellow faculty mem
ber William Spiller. Spiller and
Lau met at Cal Poly four years
ago and Lau said the two always
perform together, creating a
“dual partnership.”

States.
Besides teaching performance,
m u sic h is to r y a n d ethnomusicology classes at Cal Poly,
Lau also is the director of the
San Luis Obispo Youth Sym
phony Orchestra.

The performance in the Cal
Lau “hopes to raise as much Poly Theatre in Saturday,
as possible” since proceeds will April 15 at 8 p.m. For reserva
help fund future music scholar tion», call AnyTime ArtsLine
ships. Over the last three years, at 756-1421. Ticket» can be
each of Lau’s performances have bought a t th e C al Poly
raised several hundred to $1,000. Theatre Ticket Office. Prices
Lau began playing flute about are $10 and $8 for the public
20 years ago and has performed and $6 and $4 for students
in Europe, Asia, and the United and senior citizens.
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are other themes along with the
music of the time and how it af
fected society.
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“We are going back to the
‘60s and checking in on the sub
marine and seeing what’s going
on,” Silvaggil said about the bal
let.

I /•

The ballet features 28 dan
cers from the company and
makes a change from the pre
vious spring performances of
“Max and the Wild ’Things,”
which has been the performance
of Silvaggil’s company for the
past three spring seasons.
With performances of the
“Nutcracker” finishing last
December, the dancers have had
three months to prepare for this
present ballet, the second of a
two season year.

‘^Yellow Submarine” shows
Thursday, April 13, at 6 p.m.
and Friday, April 14 at 5 and
8 p.m. Tickets are $5 for the 5
p.m. showing and $16, $12
and $8 for the other perfor
mances.
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Biology sopho
more Karin
Killermann can be
seen at the San
Luis Obispo Civic
Ballet's production
of the Beattie's
"Yellow Subma
rine" on April 13
and 1 4 /Photo
courtesy SLO Civic
Ballet
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Carl Stalling CD paves a direct
road back to childhood memories

Movie Review

R E V I E W
By Josh Pruett
Daily Staff Writer

Saturday mornings once con
sisted of cereal and cartoons. As
children we were conditioned to
wake up early, sleepily stagger
to the television and plop down,
2 feet away from the screen.
Before most of us could talk
we were screaming at the
delights of Bugs Bunny doing his
shtick to the musical composi
tions of Carl Stalling.
Whether you like it or not.
Stalling, who composed 22 years
of music for Warner Brothers
cartoons, helped subliminally ac
custom America’s children to
folk, classical, and operatic
music. In over 600 compositions,
he familiarized us with Mozart’s
“The Barber of Seville” and the
folksy “Camptown Races.”
Now Stalling’s works are
being distributed to the masses.
Not exactly a classical music
collection, or a musical score the
“Carl Stalling Project Volume
Two” can only be described as joy
in a box.

By Rodney de la Cruz
h'

"

Music great Carl Stalling

“Volume One” was released in
1990 to test the waters. 'The in
credible response demanded
there be a second.
In the ‘40s and ‘50s, when
composing for cartoons was con
sidered just an occupation and
not an artistic creation. Stalling
labeled his gems “Bad Swiss
Band” and “Rubber Dog.”

L o o k ie H er e!
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This could be your
own advertising
space being read by
thousands of col
lege students look
ing for good deals
that you can pro
vide. Don’t miss
this chance again!
Call the
M ustang D aily
Business Office @

• Jill’s Knight Out plays
SLO Brew at 9:30 p.m. $2
cover.

7561143
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Listening to this collection is
like going back to your childhood
home: everything is strangely
familiar, but this time it’s bigger
than you remember it.
When listening to “Frazzled
Coyote,” images of Wile E.
Coyote sneaking onto a deserted
highway with an Acme bomb
under one arm wrestle themsel
ves from the recesses of the
mind.
“Drunk La Cucaracha” takes
us through a disturbing rendi
tion of a familiar tune, and
“Mouse-taken Identity” revisits
the entire six-minute score of
Sylvester the Cat himting down
a kangaroo masquerading as an
Amazonian rodent.
'The tracks on the CD rarely
get too far without changing
directions abruptly to accent an
imaginary cartoonish activity,
perfect for a generation accus
tomed to channel surfing.
Guaranteed to make everyday
Saturday, the variety of the
“Carl Stalling Project Volume
’Two” will continue to surprise
you with each listening. But be
ware, extensive use may cause
anvils, pianos, and coyotes to fall
at random from the sky.

Guaranteed to
make everyday Sat
urday, the variety o f
the "Carl Stalling
Project Volume
Two" w ill continue
to surprise you w ith
each listening

The thunderous comedy of
'Tommy Boy' is sure to
produce audience hysterics

• B ackstage Pizza presents
12 & Counting at 12:15 p.m. No
cover.
• Frank Osgood plays Eaulhling Bookshop and Cafe at
8 p.m. No cover.
• M other’s 'Tavern presents
C.J. Chenier and his Red Hot
Louisiana Band at 9 p.m. $8
tickets.

Dan Akroyd and Rob Lowe
also makes an appearance in
“Tommy Boy.” Akroyd plays the
car dealer mogul and Rob Lowe
plays Beverly’s bad boy son.

Tommy Callahan
(Farley) is the lov
able guy we all
know well. He's the
class clown who
torments all o f his
teachers. A t parties,
he*5 the first buy
first guy to take a
beer and the first
guy to pass out.
“'Tommy Boy” is produced by
“Saturday Night Live’s” Lome
Michaels and is directed by Peter
Segal.
While “'Tommy Boy” has fallen
within the “Dumb and Dumber”
genre, this movie has an in
nocent,, warm-heart feeling.
“'Tommy Boy” is a movie th at
will have audience’s smiling ear
to ear and chuckling for the en
tire movie length in a heartfelt
way.
town alive, is in jeopardy after
Big Tom’s death, and 'Tommy
m ust now recruit the help of
Richard Hayde. 'The two hit the
road in an attem pt to get more
business.

• 'The Resonators play the
Frog & P each Pub at 8 p.m.
No cover.
• M other’s 'Tavern presents
Jill’s Knight Out at 9 p.m. $3
cover.
kN

* Kid Fear plays acoustic
rock at Osos Street Subs and
Pasta at 8 p.m. $1 cover.

SATURDAY, APRIL! 5

FRIDAY, APRIL 14

• Cisco’s presents Mark
Welch from 12:30 to 4:30. No
cover.

• Jill Knight plays Cisco’s
from 12:30 to 4:30. No cover.

This movie also will have you
happily singing along to some of
the cheesiest radio tunes.

* E arthling B ookshop and
Cafe presents jazz with Inner
Faces at 8 p.m. No cover.

• Sam Beasley plays original
folk at Linnaea’s at 8 p.m. No
cover.

• Linnaea’s presents Cyrus
Clarke playing progressive
country at 8 p.m. No cover.

Kick back but get ready to
grab at your sides and roar un
controllably for the entertaining
ly thunderous comedic frolic of
“Tommy Boy.”
Although some “Saturday
Night Live” stars fade when they
move to the big screen, Chris
Farley and David Spade’s perfor
mances in “Tommy Boy” will
have audiences in high hysterics
for quite awhile.
Farley’s physical comedy style
is in full swing from passing out
on top of tables to a classic
airplane bathroom changing
scene. The anticipation of what
Farley will do next is nearly
enough to burst with excitement.
Tommy Callahan (Farley) is
the lovable g^y we all know well.
He’s the class clown who tor
ments all of his teachers. At par
ties, he’s the first guy to take a
beer and the first guy to pass
out.
Spade’s character, Richard
Hayden, describes Tommy as “a
guy with a brain, clogged with
bong resin.” And granted he’s not
the smartest or best looking, but
each of us would like to call him
a friend.
After seven years Tommy Cal
lahan finally graduates from col
lege and returns to Sandusky,
Ohio, to work for Callahan Auto
Parts, the family business.
When Tbrnmy gets home he
discovers that Big Tom (Brian
Dennehy), 'Tommy’s father, is
engaged to Beverly (Bo Derek), a
definite “10” or “boner of the
month,” according to 'Tommy.
Big Tom is set on someday
continuing the tradition of pass
ing down the family business to
'Tommy Boy, although not right
way. But because of Big Tom’s
death. Tommy is left to take over
the business earlier than
planned.
Callahan Auto Parts, being
the only business keeping the

Tommy is the naive big and
loving half while Richard is the
small and spiteful other.

Illustration of Carl Stalling

• Creole Syncopators play
jazz at Osos S treet Subs and
Pasta at 8 p.m. $1 cover.

• Cardiff Reefers play reggae
at SLO Brew at 9:30 p.m. $3
cover.

D aily Sta ff W riter

A majority of the movie is
spent on the road with the com
edic duo, learning the tricks of
the trade and becoming good
friends. The two compliment
each other perfectly, like the
human versions of “Ren and
Stimpy.”

• Bob and Wendy play folk at
E a r th lin g B o o k sh o p and
Cafe at 8 p.m. No cover.
• M other’s 'Tavern presents
blues with the Pontiax at 9 p.m.
$3 cover.

'Æ
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Richard Hayden (David Spade) and Tommy Callahan (Chris Farley)
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good foo d and good atm ospheres
Large, simple block printed let
ters form the sign which boldly
identifies the perfectly rectan
gular, pre-World War I structure
as the Del Monte Cafe.
The inside is no different.
With the possible exception of
the ‘50s diner style Dr. Pepper
clock behind the lunch counter,
nothing really screams for your
attention. Instead, the simplicity
of the bright white walls and
ceiling, high-backed wooden
booths and black and white
checkered floor combine to create
a relaxing atmosphere.
The lunch menu is simple,
featuring salads, sandwiches and
homemade soups ranging in
price from $4 for a BLT with
salad or french fries to $8 for the
Oriental chicken salad.
I had the Club Del Monte,
which is your basic club
sandwich — turkey, Sw iss
cheese, bacon, lettuce and tomato

From page B1
Aside from the obvious com
mon thread in their names, I dis
covered one other identical
characteristic shared by each of
the three eateries; Del Monte,
Pete’s Southside and Rhythm all
fit the classic cafe image by offer
ing patio seating, an especially
welcome option as the days get
longer and the weather gets
warmer.
But the similarities end here.
Each cafe has its own unique
qualities — the lively decor of
Pete’s Southside, the intimate air
of Del Monte, and the tranquil
lity of Rhythm’s new sunken
patio — makes eating there an
enjoyable experience.
For the first of my three
lunches, I headed to Del Monte
Cafe on Santa Barbara Street
near the train depot.
From the outside the res
taurant stands out to passersby.

— with avocado (no extra charge)
and french fries.
'The sandwich was basically
good and definitely filling, but a
little pricey, I thought, at $6.75.
'The fact that only two other
people were inside the res
taurant while I was eating surely
contributed to the sense of tran
quillity I felt. However, I can
easily imagine feeling just as
relaxed during the middle of the
lunch rush.
On the whole, I enjoyed my
lunch at Del Monte. Although it
is not a place I can afford to fre
quent, I look forward to return
ing with a close friend for a
simple meal and a quiet midday
conversation.
And although Pete’s Southside Cafe at the south end of
Osos Street is only just around
the corner from Del Monte,
Pete’s is distinctly different.
The restaurant is a rather im

posing two story building. The
inside is ornately decorated with
large hanging Mexican blankets
and several wall shelves filled
with cactuses.
The high ceiling in the front of
the cafe and an abundance of
natural light gives Pete’s a
casual, airy atmosphere. This
a m b ie n c e fu e le d s e v e r a l
boisterous and animated conver
sations around me.
The only down side to my
lunch at Pete’s was the location
of my table in the middle of the
floor, close to the kitchen. I felt a
little cramped by the surround
ing tables and heavy traffic of
servers going to and from the
kitchen area.
As you may have guessed, the
cuisine at Pete’s is strictly
Mexican. Appetizers include tor
tilla soup, while the majority of
the main dishes consist of tacos,
burritos and enchiladas.
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The menu spans a wide pric$
range from one plain bean taco
at $1.75 to two shrimp or scallopenchiladas with rice and beana
at $10.
I opted for one of the specials
of the day — Smoked Wahoo
Mazatlan. This dish, as my
waiter explained and my taste
buds later discovered, was a very
tasty blend of smoked tuna,
grilled with peppers and served
with rice, beans and my choice of
com or flour tortillas.
When it arrived, I hesitated
for a brief moment to visually
savor the colorful arrangement of
white tuna mixed with red and
green peppers beside equal por
tions of golden rice and black
beans. But that moment quickly
passed and I promptly cleaned
my plate.
Although not exactly a bar
gain at $8, I considered the
Smoked Wahoo Mazatlan a good
choice.
'The next time I visit Pete’s,
I’ll bring a group of friends and a
good appetite and look forward
to trying another one of the spe
cials.
The beautiful setting of my
final lunch made it the most en
joyable of the three. Even though
I had no prior knowledge of the
cafes I selected, I had saved the
best for last.
I ate beside the briskly flow
ing waters of San Luis Obispo
Creek as it passed the brand new
sunken patio at Rhythm Cafe.
Located on Broad Street between
Higuera and Monterey streets.
Rhythm Cafe is p erfectly
situated to capture the allure of
the downtown stretch of San
Luis Obispo creek.
I thoroughly enjoyed sitting at
my table watching people stroll
along the north side of the creek
and children play in the water. I
decided that the “rhythm” in the
cafe’s name refers to the
pleasant gurgle of flowing water
and the whisper of vnnd gently
blowing through the trees.
I could go on and on about
how the patio’s surroundings are
the perfect exemplification of the
laid-back, charming character «f
San Luis Obispo, but I need to
tell you about the fare.
'The lunch menu is comprised
of large salads, nontraditional
sandwiches and a few other
entrees all in the $7 to $9 price
range.
I opted for the avocado,
tomato and cheese omelet with
home fried potatoes and a lemon,
poppy seed muffin. It was simple,
tasty and filling. And considering
the setting I have already raved
about, I considered it well worth
$7.
If you go to Rhythm, I highly
recommend proceeding straight
through the restaurant, out the
back door and down the first set
of steps to your left. This will
lead you to an enchanting
sunken patio, guaranteed to
bring peace and calm to the mid
dle of any hectic day.
If you prefer to eat indoors.
Rhythm’s interior, although by
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O’CONNELL: Democratic state senator wants to base affirmative action on econom ics, not race
From poga 1

his letterhead.
“I never heard back from
them,” O’Connell said. “But
maybe they’ll realize that I’m not
doing nothing — I am doing
something.”
After serv in g 12 years
representing the 35th Assembly
District, O’Connell was elected
last fall to the 18th District Seat,
which represents all of San Luis
ObUgo_and_Santa_^ai^^ra_coi^

excel.”
According to O’Connell ranks
. the three biggest issues at the
state Capitol as “budget, budget,
budget.”

receives more than the Cal State
University and University of
California systems combined.

“California has a precariously
balanced budget,” O’Connell
said. “Unfortunately we have
several court cases, loans due
next year, and natural disasters
that will cut into funds.”
According to O’C onnell,
Governor Pete Wilson has
proposed a 5 percent tax cut
regardless of a person’s economic
status. This cut will decrease the
State revenue by $7.5 billion
over the next four years.
O’Connell believes that this
tax cut is premature and that
Wilson is only suggesting this
proposal because of his presiden
tial candidacy. O’Connell also
mentioned that these cuts would
affect both education and San
Luis Obispo County.
“There has been a 100 percent
fee increase over the past four
years for university students,”
O’Connell said, “and there is a
modest 10 percent increase
proposed for next year.”
O’Connell assured ASI Presi
dent Erica Brown and other Cal
Poly officials and professors that

believe that someone's
upbringing bos on effect on

0 person. I believe that
affirmative action should be
revised to be based on
economics not race. Why
should Bill Cosby's kids get
extra benefits because of
their race?"
Jack O'Connell
Stote senator

he will do his best to prevent this
from happening and had even
refused to vote on the budget if it
included fee increases.
“It’s not fair after what we’ve
done for the past four years,”
O’Connell said. “Schools almost
have to merge with prisons to get
an increase in funding from the
state.”
O’Connell told the crowd that
there will be an increase in the
prison system’s funding and that
federal prisoners will most likely
be moved to local county jails. He
also noted that the prison system

ties and western Ventura Coun
ty.
In fact, O’Connell has been
very busy throughout his politi
cal career, dealing with issues
regarding the economy, crime,
education and the environment.
“I’m a good environmental
and education vote,” O’Connell
said. “We need to remember that
we not only compete with other
countries, but the rest of the
states. I want California to

November ballot, Brown ques
tioned why counties wouldn’t
support a pro-affirmative action
O’Connell said the reasons for bill.
A strong supporter of affirm
all these increases in prison
funding and the moving of ative action, O’Connell said that
prisoners is because of the influx those opposed to it argue that
of people incarcerated by the everyone should be judged on
their merit instead of their race
‘Three Strikes You’re Out’ Bill.
“I believe that the Three or ethnicity.
“I believe that someone’s
Strike- You’re Out’ Bill should be
upbringing
has an effect on a
revised,” O’Connell sadd. “I think
person,” O’Connell said. “I
believe that affi»^^,'ative action
should be revised to be based on
economics not race. Why should
Bill Cosby’s kids get extra
benefits because of their race?”
San Luis Obispo City Councilwoman Kathy Smith asked about
the likelihood of an affirmative
action bill being passed or ac
cepted by the public. O’Connell
does not believe that such a bill
would pass.
O’Connell also reported that
the budget will once again be
very late because of all the agen
das that need to be discussed in
the state Senate.
“We can’t get three-fourths of
us to agree on lunch, much less
the budget,” he said. “This could
have serious effects on counties
O'Connell spoke to some of his in
and local governments because
fluential constituents at Vista
they’ve already committed to
Grande Restaurant Wednesday /
their budgets before they know
Daily photo by L. Scott Robinson
what state funding they will
receive.”
it should only incorporate violent
He said that many teachers
crimes. This may help keep the will be wondering if they will
prisons from over flowing.”
receive payment for summer
ASI representatives seemed to school and other summer ac
be more concerned with how af tivities.
O’Connell also noted his dis
firmative action will affect stu
dents than the proposed fee in like of term limitations and his
creases or reasoning behind the displeasure at losing good
representatives because of legis
prison systems budget increase.
When O’Connell said that an lation.
“Why should people limit
affirmative action bill, “The Son
of Proposition 187” as he referred their choice on who they wish to
to it, will be present on the represent them?” O’Connell said.

“All legal objections have been
exhausted, but representatives
hope to find a loophole in the sys
tem by winning elections as a
write-in candidate.”
O’Connell has won several
awards for his achievements and
legislative proposals, including
the Outstanding Legislator of the
Year by the California School
Board, the California Association
for the Physically Handicapped

"If you're being shelled
from all sides, then it must
be something positive and
important. Politics is a highwire act and no one is
higher up on the
positioning than another."

Jack O'Connell
State senator
and the Planning and Conserva
tion League.
He believes that legislators
have to make waves in order to
help the general public and
produce quality legislation.
“If you’re being shelled from
all sides, then it must be some
thing positive and important,” he
said. “Politics is a high-wire act
and no one is higher up on the
positioning than another.”
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Wilson campaign has raised $3.78 million
By Do«g W ills
Associoted Pies

SACRAMENTO — Gov. Pete
Wilson’s presidential campaign
has raised $3.78 million in
pledges in 1 1/2 days of telephone
fund-raising, and expects to in
crease that to nearly $6 million
by Wednesday, a Wilson spokes
man says.
Campaign manager George
Gorton said nearly 100 Wilson
supporters, including many cor
porate executives and ranking
Republican activists, came to
Wilson’s campaign headquarters
beginning Monday.
Most of them put in a day
each in the fund-raising blitz,
which will conclude Thursday
afternoon, he said.
He said Wilson also is par
ticipating in the telephone cam
paign for part of each day, and
then joining his volunteers for a
private dinner each day.
“It’s a real jump-start to our
fund-raising,” Gorton said. “'They

"HAVE
YOU
HEARD?"

are calling their own lists of
friends and supporters, including
major Republican donors here
and in other states” plus names
supplied by Wilson’s campaign.
“It’s a really exciting success,”
Gorton added. “We’ll do more of
these executive phone banks.”
Gorton telephoned political
reporters around the state
halfway through the phone blitz
to brief them on the previously
unannounced fund-raising effort,
which he said was exceeding all
expectations.
He said he was announcing
the fund-raising effort to keep
reporters up-to-date on the
Republican governor’s campaign,
but Gorton didn’t dispute sugges
tions that he wanted to make the
point that Wilson’s campaign
should be taken seriously.
Wilson announced formation
of an exploratory committee on
March 23, and is expected to
make a formal declaration of his
candidacy at an unspecified date
with Gorton said is “not too far

away.
If actual contributions match
the pledges Gorton described,
they would leapfrog Wilson to
second place in fund-raising
am ong c o n ten d e rs
th e
Republican nomination, trailing
only the $8.5 million Texas Sen.
Phil Gramm has reported rais
ing.
“Based on our experience,
we’ll get 80 to 90 percent of our
pledges. I would guess we would
have pledges close to $6 million
by the end of tomorrow,” Gorton
said.
He added that he expected
most of that cash will be in the
bank by the end of June, when
the next campaign contribution
reports are due.
“'The idea is to raise $20 mil
lion by Dec. 31 ... and do it at the
lowest cost,” Gorton said.
“We will be competitive with
anybody. 'There’s only going to be
three players in this,” he added,
referring to Wilson, Gramm and
Kansas Sen. Bob Dole.

Izzy Ottegas

Santa Maria woman says school
fired her because she’s a lesbian
By CoroUn« Longic
Assaioled Piess

LOS ANGELES — A woman
who claims she was fired from
her teaching job at a Roman
Catholic high school because
she is a lesbian says she feels
betrayed by the church.
“The reason I’m coming for
ward is that they need to be
held accountable and I am
hoping that this will not happen
to anyone else,” said Susan
Ford, who was fired from St.
Joseph High School in Santa
Maria. “For me, this is getting
the church to deal with the
homophobia.”
Ford was fired in March 1994
for undisclosed incompetence.
She claims she lost her job days
after she revealed her sexual
orientation, and filed a Superior

Court lawsuit.
“I think at this point, be
cause of the publicity around
this and because I wasn’t (open
ly gay) before, I can’t see that I
would really go back to my old
job,” Ford said in a telephone
interview "Tuesday.
“I t’s been very, very,
traumatic for me, not just
professionally but personally
and spiritually,” she said. “I feel
very betrayed by the Catholic
Church.”
The lawsuit, filed in March,
accused St. Joseph High School
of violating public policy, in
vasion of privacy and wrongful
termination.
Officials for the school and
the Roman Catholic Church
have declined to comment on
the suit.
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avail. Thurs., April 13 on Dexter Lawn, 11-I
and hidg. 13, rm 26S eve^day
Per morairdormatoncal (MS) TSO-BSS

Announcing:
The

LEPHIP

GET

IN

FREE

WITH

and

D e s i g n a t e d
P A R T Y OF 4
AND

L ost

d r i v e r s

FREE

NON

ALCOHOLIC

Come learn leadership skills that will help you to
accomplish personal and professional goals:
• Motivation

• Goal Setting

• Communication

• Problem Solving

• Team Building

• Gender Communication

• Conflict Resolution

• Meeting Techniques

and much, much, more!

Registration forms are available in Student Life &
Activities or Tenaya Hall.
PRESENTED by Student Affairs
Saturday, April 29,1995
Chumash Auditorium
8:00am to 5:00 pm

DRINKS

Institute includes lunch, refreshments, materials, and T-shirt.
Fee is $10.00 ($5.00 refunded at completion of day's events)
Registration limited to first 200 applicants.
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March shows inflation increased hy smallest amount this year
By Martin Crutsinger

Associated Piess

WASHINGTON
Consumer
inflation in March edged up by
the smallest a m o u n t this year as
a big drop in energy prices
helped offset s har p increases in
airline fares, auto loans and
hotel rooms.
Many economists said the
report, which followed benign
n e w s on w h o l e s a l e p ri c e s ,
showed t h a t inflation is not get
ting out of control and would
allow the Federal Reserve to
refrain from boosting interest
rates, possibly for the rest of this
year.
Financial markets, which had
been setting a string of records
on the hopes t h a t slower growth
and slight inflation news would

signal an end to Fed credit
tightening, had a decidedly hohum response to both inflation
reports.
The bond market, which is
sensitive to any information
regarding inflation, fell initially
on the CPI report although it did
manage to eke out a tiny gain.
Higher demand pushed the yield
on Treasury’s 30-year bond down
to 7.36 percent.
The Dow Jones industrial
average closed up 10.73 to
4,197.81 but the strength came
from a surprising takeover offer
for Chrysler Corp. rather than
the CPI report.
Even with the slight, 0.2-per
cent CPI increase in March,
some analysts suggested inves
tors are not convinced that infla
tion is in check.

“Some of this good inflation
news is not built on reality,” said
Robert Brusca, senior economist
at Nikko Securities in New York.
“Energy prices won’t be going
down in coming months, they
will be going up. And I have con
cerns about what the sharp
decline in the dollar will do to in
flation once it works its way into
the system.”
But other economists insisted
that while inflation is running
about one-half percentage point
higher than it did for the past
two years, it is in no danger of
getting out of control.
“The inflation rate has stabil
ized at only a slightly higher
level than last year,” said Jerry
Jasinowski, president of the Na
tional Association of Manufac
turers.

Consumer prices are rising at
an annual rate of 3.2 percent,
compared to 2.7 percent in each
of the past two years, when infla
tionary pressures receded to
their lowest point in three
decades.
While many analysts are
forecasting that inflation will
remain at the 3.2 percent level
for the rest of the year,
Jasinowski said that as growth
slows further, there is a good
chance inflation could actually
moderate from the current level.
While financial markets want
to believe the central bank has
pulled off its vaunted “soft land
ing,” in which growth slows
enough to contain inflation but
not enough to bring on a reces
sion, economists said the jury
was still out.

Get The Most Europe
For Your Money.
' ^bilinfw tirtha

1995-1996

C

areer

^ School Year_

S e r v ic e s

Peer Advisors

W hen it comes to Europe, nobody offers you
more fun-or more value-than Contiki. For
example, a two-week, nine-country tour costs
only $1,244 including airfare.* There are over
30 tours-ranging from 9 to 52 days.
Stop by or call TTaveltime, 544-0442 for
a free brochure.
‘Prlc* Is doubt« occupancy from Naw Yofli. Departuraa available
from most major U S. citlas. Pricas vary according to daparture data.

Work with students 2-3 hours a week,
helping with resumes and job search.
Come to Career Services for an
application or call
7 56 -5 9 77 for more information.

Application
deadline:
April 21, 1995

ThcWorids
Bi)U(rt>t Travel C om pany
For 18-35 Year O lds

CM

TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$ 15*00
• Sat & Evenings
• Classes are fun & upbeat
• No tests or written work
• Videos/Movies
• DMV Certificate Included

“I think the risk of a 1996
recession is pretty substantial,
said David Wyss, an economist
at DRI-McGraw Hill Inc. in Lexi
ngton, Mass. “I am worried that
a combination of stronger-thanexpected reports down the road
along with the plunging dollar
could still make the Fed tighten
too much and give us a reces
sion.”
Central bank policymakers
raised interest rates Feb. 1 for
the seventh time in a year. Many
economists believe the next move
might even be a reduction in
rates later this year.
The March increase in the
CPI was the smallest since a
similar 0.2 percent rise in
December of last year.
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(805) 527 -91 30

DOGHOUSE DELI
now open

1023 Monterey St.
hot dogs
W

i c h

Maid fee r .

Come and enter our logo contest
$500 Grand Prize
or our Slogan Contest
Free Ice Cream for a year
Stop by for entry forms and complete rules
Contest ends April 23, 1995

sO

salad

783-1109

O pen 7:30-11:00, 7 days a w e e k

Soda

Snack,
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Mandela reinstates wife
but may fire her again
By Patrick McDowell
AssociotedPiess________

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa — Two weeks after sack
ing her, President Nelson Man
dela gave his wife back her
Cabinet post Wednesday in an
apparent prelude to firing her
again — legally, this time.
The flip-flop spotlights the
weaknesses of a government
still finding its feet a year after
the fall of the apartheid regime.
Winnie Mandela was dis
missed as deputy minister for
arts, culture, science and tech
nology on March 27 after she
criticized the slowness of social
reform, made an unauthorized
trip abroad and was accused of
taking bribes.
Mrs. Mandela, 60, fought
back with the same defiance she
showed while the old regime
imprisoned her husband for 27
years. She filed court papers
calling her firing unfair and
demanding to know the reason.
Mandela gaye none. But his
allies said Mrs. Mandela ig
nored his orders not to travel to
West Africa, proved divisive in

the national unity government
and couldn’t make the transi
tion from protest politics to
government duties.
Her complaints seemed
doomed in the face of a presi
dent’s traditional right to fire
ministers at will. But Mrs.
Mandela has found an unusual
^lly — Zulu nationalist leader
Mangosuthu Buthelezi.
Buthelezi leads the Inkatha
Freedom Party, the biggest
black rival to Mandela’s African
National Congress. He filed his
own complaint that he, as
Home Affairs minister, wasn’t
notified in advance of the dis
missal as the constitution
demands.
Already facing a struggle
with Buthelezi over Zulu
autonomy, Mandela appeared
Wednesday unwilling to fight on
a new front.
A statement from Deputy
President 'Thabo Mbeki, acting
p resid en t until Mandela
returns Thursday from a trip to
the Gulf, described the dismiss
al as t e c h n i c a l l y a n d
procedurally invalid.

31 killed, 51 injured in Rwandan refugee camp
By Reid G. Miler
AssociotedPiess

NAIROBI, Kenya — Raiders
with assault rifles and grenades
killed 31 people at a Rwandan
refugee camp and on a Zairian is
land in Lake Kivu, a U.N. agency
said Wednesday.
F i f t y - o n e pe o pl e were
wounded in the attacks, 10
seriously. Many were women and
children housed in the Birava
camp on the western shore of the
lake, which separates Rwanda
and Zaire.
The area has been the scene
of numerous cross-border attacks, some ascribed to bandits,
others to former Rwandan sol
diers and militiamen in exile in
Zaire.
U.N. officials were unsure
whether the attacks Tuesday
night were conducted by Rwan
dan 'Tutsis in retaliation for raids
into Rwanda by extremist Hutus,
many of whom are housed in
Zairian refugee camps.
“We’re stumped,” said Peter
Kessler, spokesman for the U.N.
H i g h C o m m i s s i o n e r for
Refugees. “It’s really unclear who
the perpetrators were or what
the motive was.”
But there is a great deal of
anger and resentment within

Rwanda over what 'Tutsi sur
vivors of last year’s genocide see
as favored treatment of Rwan
dan Hutu refugees.
The new, 'Tutsi-led govern
ment in Kigali has halted U.N.
food shipments to some 1 million
Rwandan refugees in dozens of
camps near Bukavu and Goma,
Zaire.

"We're stumped. It's
really unclear who the
perpetrators were or what
the motive was."
Peter Kessler
U.N. spokesman

And thousands of Rwandans
demonstrated 'Tuesday outside
the headquarters of the U.N.
mission in Kigali, demanding
that it leave the Central African
nation.
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ASME PRESENTS
Ron Alers, owner, Sonic Sensors
o( SLO. American Society of
Mechanicai Engineers Meeting:
Thurs, 11am Bldg 52 Rm E 2/

The Cal Poly (Equine) Polo Club
w il be giving tree dlnlcs artd
lessons during Spring quarter.
No horse back ridirtg exp. nec.
Mens arxl Womens Teams. For more
information call 545-0844 or
543-5032 leave rr>essage!l
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ASI BOO position avail Spr Qtr
nominations open, elect 4/19
info call Marissa O 543-2261
MAUNDY THURSDAY LOVE FEAST
A PRAYER AND WORSHIP SERVICE
THURSDAY APRIL 13, 11AM, UU220
SPON. BY UCC, WESLEY. LUTHERAN,
NEWMAN. EPISCOPAL. PRESBYTERIAN.
DISCIPLES. CONGREGATIONAL
BUY IT, SELL IT. HELP IT. MAKE IT.
WORK IT. FIND IT, LOSE IT, DO IT!
MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!!!!
IT S ALL YOU ..
STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF
LIBERAL ARTS
OPENING ON ASI BOARD OF DIR
IF INTERESTED CALL MIKE
547-1801
i

G re e k f ie w

:

ALI Q U IN N -IK
Corrgratulations from the
brothers of IlK A We look forward
to the toliowingyear having
you as our new PIKE DREAM GIRL!!

CONGRATS
NEW PHIS

JenB Kelty Stepharrie Adrienne
Lawarxla JenriG TMany Krista
JenP Robyn
Thanks Jared and Rod for your
Great softball coaching we love
ya lots Love
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SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE21 4 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

OKA

THANKS
AOn A® A X il FOB ZTA K A 0 IK
FOR A GREAT SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
IT WAS A BLAST!

PRINCETON REVIEW (805) 995-0176

" w o r k study student
Wanted to provide clerical
assistance in Jourrralism
Dept, office.
10 hours per week. $5/hour
Call 756-2508 or stop by
building 26, room 228

Services

Miscellanééiis

l .

MASTER TRACKS
RECORDING CO.

CASH FOR COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
NEW COMICS THURSDAY MORNINGS!
NEW GAMES WEEKLY. THE SUB COMICS
GAMES & POSTERS 785 MARSH 541-3735
CASH PAID FOR USED CD S.TAPES.4
LP S CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS 563 HIGUERA NEW RELEASE
CD S ONLY $12 98 OPEN M-SAT TO 9

32 CHANEL-MACKIE, 16TRK ADAT&BRC
2TRK DAT MASTERING
IN STUDIO DRUMS,KEYS & EFFECTS
MICS; AKGC3000, 55. 77. ETC.
S30/HR,BLOCK TIME DISCOUNT 10HRS
SIDE MUSICIANS AVAILABLE
FOR APPT. KIRK OR BRENT
545-0904 OR 544-9419

PLAY THERAPY

Instruction & Training
4-Week Course
PLAY THERAPY CLINIC 549-9600
Private Math Lessons All 100500 courses, Ph D College Prof.

SCHOLARSHIPS
GUARANTEED!

WE FIND YOU NON-FED FUNDED
SCHOLARSHIPS. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE SERVICE STARTS AS LOW
AS $99. CALL NOW!
REEDS ENTERPRISES 805-449-1956
TYPING SERVICES
TERM PAPERS.RESUMES,
APPLICATIONS FAST & REASONABLE.
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER-543-0321.
5% OFF TO CAL POLY STUDENTS!

R\GWT
PVJT \T HERE-'

Opportunities
!!! CAUTION !!!
Make No Investments Or Provide
Bankirrg or Credit Information
Without Investigating Adveniserrrents
In The Opportunities Section
CASH FOR COLLEGE.900,000 GRANTS
AVAIL No repayment - EVER!
Quality immed 1(800)243-2435
“

FUNDRAISER - RAISE $‘500'“
IN 5 DAYS - GREEKS. GROUPS.
CLUBS. MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS
FAST. EASY - NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATIONS (800) 459-8472 EXT33
fast

DO EUROPE
$269 ANYTIME!

If you're a IKtle flexible,
we can he|> you beat the
airline's prices.
•NO HIDDEN CHARGES*
•CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE*

AIRHITCH
310-394-0550

Hutu extremists in and out of
the former Rwandan government
are blamed for last year’s mas
sacres in which 500,000 people
were shot, clubbed and hacked to
death. Most victims were 'Tutsis.
Details of the attacks near
Rwanda's border were sketchy,
but U.N. officials said the first
assault was on Iwinja, a Zairian
island in the southern tip of
Lake Kivu.
Ron Redmond, spokesman for
the U.N. refugee agency in
Geneva, said the assailants ar
rived on the island at 10:20 p.m.
in three barges and a rubber
boat.
There, the raiders killed two
people and wounded five, ap
parently all Zairians, Redmond
said. The island houses no
refugees.
“They then went onto the
western shore,” Redmond said,
“surrounded a refugee camp
called Birava” and opened fire
with rifles and grenades.
'Twenty-nine refugees in the
camp a mile from the island were
killed and 46 wounded, he said.
The camp holds about 9,000
Rwandans, Hutus who fled their
homeland last year when its
government collapsed under an
assault by 'Tutsi rebels.

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 75Ó-1143

Employment

W a n te d ;^ .
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$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars Into 202-298-105/
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fishing
Industry Earn to $3,000-$6.000+
/montn+benetits Male/Female.
No experience necessary.
(206) 545-4155 ext. A60053
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! EARN BIG
$$$ ♦ FREE WORLD TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN. EUROPE. HAWAII. ETC.)
SUMMER/PERMANENT NOEXPER NEC
GUIDE (919) 929-4398 EXT C1076
Bartender trainees Needed
International Bartenders School
will be in town 1 week only Day
/eve classes Job Placement Asst.
Nationwide or local earn to$20H
Call today Limited seating Earn
$ arxl party 4 surrvner 6008594109
CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGA Earn up to $2,000+/rrx>nth
World Travel Seasortal &
lull-time positions. No
exp necessary. For into call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60054
DAY CAMPS serving San Ferrtando
& Correjo Valleys, Simi, Malibu
& Carrrahllo seek tun, cahrrg
counselors & spec, irrstructors
tor nature, horseback riding,
sports, swimming, gym, cralts,
tish in ^o a tln g , song leading,
ropes courses & more. Now
interviewing (818) 865-6263

HI-TECH

Public Relations. Fast growing
firm has entry-level arxl
interrtships available Requires
techrwlogy affinity, news/PR
writing, ettiderKy & warm
personality (415) 737-1186
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Earn up
to $25-$45/hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian lartguages
required For into call:
(206) 632-1146 Ext J60053
TEACH ENGLISH ABROAO-Earn to
25K plus housing and benefits
in Korea BA/BS any major.
Agency: (415)585-3220
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HELP WANTED many jobs available
in food preparation & service
4.25/hr to start, plus free
rrteal. Convenient, on-campus
locations CaH 756-1
-1175
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CELLULAR PHONE
PANASONIC PORTABLE EX CONDITION
ALPHA NUMERIC NAMES. BATTERY
SAVER, NEW CAR MOUNT $160
CALL 549-9526 ASK FOR MAMA

MUSICIANS

1964 FENDER MUSTANG FOR SALE
$400 CALL DAN 549-9526
PANASONIC VHS-C PALM CAMCORDER
BRAND NEW WILL SACRIFICE FOR
$600. CALL MAMA O 549-9526

Automobiles
91 Toyota Truck lor sale Great
corxlilion $6000 OBO 528-8432

Roommates
ROOM AVAILABLE IN A NICE HOUSE,
NEAR POLY, GREAT ROOMMATES,GOOD
DEAL CALL NOW #547-9862

Rental Housing
Cedar Creek Student corxlo $500mo
2bd.2ba Furnished walk to school
pool summer lease 967 6634
Huge house 561 Lunela Near
campus $1700 per month 3+BD.2 5
ba Do rx)t disturb 408-354-7019
COLLEGE GARDEN
APARTMENTS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Where You II Receive
Quality at an Affordable
Pnee!
•Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms
•Private Garage w/Storage
•Newly Remodeled
•Peaceful Garden Setting
•Fumished/Unfumished
•Laurxlry Facilities
’ Subleasing Ailowed
•Close to Cal Poly
1/2 OFF
1ST MONTHS
RENT
(with a signed lease)
284 N. Chorro «€
544-3952
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED
$175 TO SHARE ROOM, VERY CLOSE
TO POLY, WATER, GAS, TRASH PAID
CALL 541-2855
OWN ROOM SPRING QTR AT VALENCIA
$219/MO CALL BRIAN 408-252-2033

Homes for Saie
FREE LIST ol all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson*” 543-8370*”

e iWi WlMneMXI »>UiwtraMI*-m S|r.<»c«l«

->VJI

Huge house 56t Luneta Near
campus $283K per rrx>nth 3+BD,2.5
ba Do rx)t disturb 408-354-7019
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M cN am ara c r itic iz e d fo r n o t d e n o u n c in g w a r e a r lie r
By Mikt F«inslb«r
Aaocioled Pigg

WASHINGTON — By waiting
three decades to admit he was
wrong about Vietnam, former
Defense Secretary Robert S.
McNamara has opened himself
to criticism as bitter as any since
he ran “McNamara’s War.”
“We were wrong, terribly
wrong,” McNamara wrote in the
book, published Monday, and he
came in for an immediate blister
ing for not having said that while
he was still in oibce and able to
alter events. He left in 1968 to
take over the World Bank.
Fewer than 7,000 Americans
had died in the war when
McNamara concluded in 1966 or
1967 that the war was a mistake.
More than eight times as many

had died before the United
States ceased military action in
August 1973. South Vietnam fell
to the communists in April 1975.
“Mr. McNamara must not es
cape the lasting moral condem
nation of his countrymen,” The
New York 'Times said Wednesday
in a sharply personal editorial.
The Times added: “Three mil
lion Vietnamese died. Fifty-eight
thousand Americans got to come
home in body bags. Mr.
McNamara, while tormented by
his role in the war, got a sinecure
at the World Bank and summers
at the (Martha’s) Vineyard (in
Massachusetts).”
In the Los Angeles Times, car
toonist Paul Conrad portrayed
McNamara as standing before

the engraved names on the Viet
nam Veterans Memorial and
saying, “Sorry about that.”
And in a Los Angeles Times
column, Robert Scheer wrote,
“While I respect the moral angst
reflected in this memoir, one
must ask why McNamara com
pounded his crime of complicity
with the crime of silence.”
“What bothers me about it is
the fact that he seems to have
reached the conclusion no later
than the end of 1965 and probab
ly earlier that the war was unwinnable and yet he did not con
front this head on in his recom
mendations to President John
son,” said George Herring, a
Vietnam War historian at the
University of Kentucky.

PRE-lEiltSrNél0lfiï^$5*'96 ACAt>EMIC SCHOOL YEAR

Attempt to honor healthy
congressman prompts sympathy
Associated Press

WEST SACRAMENTO —
Rep. Vic Fazio is telling anyone
who cares to listen th at he isn’t
dead — no m atter how many
sympathy cards and floral a r
rangem ents come into his con
gressional office.
The cards and flowers for the
West Sacramento Democrat
started after state As
semblyman Tom Hannigan in
troduced a bill to name a por
tion of a highway near Wood
land the Vic Fazio Freeway.

Such honors are usually
reserved for the dead, which the
healthy, 52-year-old chairman
of the House Democratic
Caucus says doesn’t apply to
him.
In a recent letter asking
Hannigan to drop his bill, Fazio
said he was flattered, but “the
best policy is not to consider
naming bridges, roads or build
ings for people who are still in
office, or frankly, still alive.”

Get there in

COMFORT
F o r o v e r a q u a r te r
c e n tu ry V a sq u e h a s
w o rk e d to a c h ie v e th e
c o n fid e n c e a n d resp ec t
o f c o n s u m e rs
a ro u n d th e w o rld .
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14 State St.
962-0049
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Tours Daily; 9 AM-5 PM
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Aliheaeich • FreePailiing
Houcs M Th 10-6.
Fn 10'g. Sal & Sun 10-6

San Luis Obispo
667 Marsh St.
543-1676
M O U N T A IN A I R

B s ju t iu a i

Fiee Paiking • Cotner ol Mai$n g Bioad
Houis M Sal 10 6
Thuts lO e. Sun n 4

A s s o c ia te d S tud en ts, Inc
Cal P o ly, SLO

ELECTIONS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12,TH
THURSDAY, APRIL 13TH

9:00am TO 4:00pm
PRECINCT VOTING

If you are in the:

Vote at:

College of Agriculture
College of Architecture
College of Business
College of Engineering
College of Liberal Arts
College of Science and Math

Ag Bridge
Dexter Lawn - Architecture
Dexter Lawn - Business
Dexter Lawn • Engineering West
University Union
Fisher Science

ALL STUDENTS MUST BRING VALID PHOTO I.D.’S

Order your
college ring NOW.
JOSTENS
AMiniCA' S

EIGDiral
Bookstore

COLLtaC

PI NO

APRIL
10AM

10-22
- 4PM

